
Dario Cinderfield

  Winstar Nightwatch Kennel announces the arrival from Belgium of our new stud dog, Ilco
Dario Cinderfields
.  Ilco is a Belgian Malinois, born on July 21, 2004. He weighs 85 pounds  and stands 28 inches
to his shoulders. He is extremely strong, agile,  has great speed, stamina and determination.
Although he has a stable  temperament, he becomes focused during his bite work. Ilco comes
in hard  with a full, ferocious bite. He takes his work very seriously.
 

Ilco is the son of Vanjo van de Duvetorre and Anubis van Joefarm. He is also the grandson,
on his father’s side, of Sto
ned van de Duvetorre and Pigrine
, and, on his mother’s side, of
Roe van Joefarm
and 
Ymca van Joefarm.

  His father, Vanjo is titled in IPOIII and Mondioring I. Vanjo van de Duvetorre His grandfather,
Stoned, was a very famous Belgian Malinois. He  participated in seven World Championships in
Belgian IPO teams. He is a  dog you could not forget after seeing his protection work. He was 
strong, independent and self-assured. These are characteristics that he  passed on to our Ilco.  

Stoned van Duvetorre, In Ilco’s bloodline is also Turcodos. He is the son of Stoned van de
Duvetorre  and
thus Ilco’s uncle. Turcodos is well known for his temperament,  heart, speed, power and looks.
Our Ilco takes after his uncle.

  

His great grandfather on both sides of his pedigree was Elgos du Chemin des Plaines.  Elgos
participated in several Mondioring competitions from 1992 through  1997 obtaining scores that
kept him in the top positions.
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Dario Cinderfield

Elgos du Chemin des Plaines (LOF1 18008/2780)

  

Mondioring:

      
    -  Luc Vansteenbrugge,Belgique, 352 punten, Cortébert 1992 (Suisse), 2de  
    -  Luc Vansteenbrugge, Belgique, 349,5 punten, Gijon 1993 (Espagne), 2de  
    -  Luc Vansteenberghe, Belgique, 1994, 3de  
    -  Bertrand Vindevoghel, Belgique, 1995, 8ste  
    -  Bertrand Vindevoghel, Belgique, 351,5 punten, Corgémont 1996 (Suisse)  
    -  Bertrand Vindevoghel, Belgique, 1997, 5de Geb.datum: 25-02-1989 († 24-09-2002)  

  

We welcome Ilco to our family. He promises  to continue in his family’s footsteps as well as his
litters. Keep in  touch with our website for future announcements about this outstanding 
Malinois. See Pedigree

  

Face Attack

  

Flee Attack

  

Extreme Face Attack

  

Extreme Flee Attack
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